Assessing the risk of vulnerable species exposure to deepwater trawl fisheries: the case of orange roughy *Hoplostethus atlanticus* to the west of Ireland and Britain
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**Abstract** — With slow growth rates, late maturity and a high maximum age of 100 years or more, orange roughy can be classified as a vulnerable deepwater fish species that can only sustain low rates of exploitation. Historical patterns of exploitation associated with this species suggest that it is currently not possible to manage its fisheries in the Northeast Atlantic sustainably, and the total allowable catch for orange roughy has been gradually reduced to zero for European fisheries since 2010. Orange roughy to the west of Ireland and Britain occurs on distinct bathymetric features (seamounts, hills and canyons) as well as on flat ground along the continental slope. Productivity-susceptibility analysis (PSA) was performed to evaluate the biological vulnerability of orange roughy in relation to other deepwater species and the risk that recent and current fisheries pose to its populations in the study area. Time-dependant PSA, based on the spatial overlap between orange roughy distribution and recent and current deepwater fisheries demonstrated a strong reduction in risk over time when fisheries stopped directed targeting practices and continued with mixed deepwater trawl fisheries. Some spatial overlap between the species and current fisheries remains, and while the method can show relative risk reduction, it cannot provide information on whether the risk is low enough to allow the recovery of depleted populations.
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1 Introduction

With slow growth rates, late maturity and a high maximum age of 100 years or more orange roughy *Hoplostethus atlanticus* (Collett, 1889) can be classified as a vulnerable deepwater fish species that can only sustain low rates of exploitation. In the Northeast Atlantic, the species has been subjected to directed fisheries, targeting spawning aggregations on seamounts and hills (Clark 2001; Andrews et al. 2009) and mixed trawl fisheries fishing for deepwater species, including roundnose grenadier (*Coryphaenoides rupestris*), black scabbardfish (*Aphanopus carbo*), blue ling (*Molva dypterygia*) and deepwater sharks along the continental slope. Landings statistics show that the continental slopes and seamounts, e.g. Hebrides Terrace, to the west of the British Isles produced the highest accumulated catch of this species in the North Atlantic (34 000 tons) between 1988 and 2008. The directed fishery for orange roughy to the west of Ireland and Britain started in the early 1990s in ICES Division VIa (Fig. 1), where it was rapidly depleted and the fishery ceased (ICES 2011). The deepwater mixed fishery continued, however, on other target species. Fisheries moved towards ICES Subarea VII in early 2000 and peaked in 2002 with landings over 5000 t of orange roughy taken in Subarea VII for that year. Thereafter, catch rate data also suggested sequential depletion of local aggregations. A total allowable catch (TAC) was introduced for orange roughy in ICES Subareas VI and VII from 2003 onwards. Spatial management measures were also implemented around the Porcupine Bank. EU TAC was drastically reduced between 2006 and 2009 and has been set at zero since 2010. The catch limit for orange roughy in ICES Subareas VII and VI is zero: the species cannot be landed by the EU fleet. However, a mixed deepwater trawl fishery is still operating to the west of the British Isles and, as a zero TAC does not allow landing of bycatch, this could lead to discarding.

Productivity-susceptibility analysis (PSA) is a semi-quantitative approach that can be used in data-poor situations to evaluate the risk that fisheries pose to fish populations (Hobday et al. 2007; Patrick et al. 2010). PSA examines the attributes of a population so as to evaluate its vulnerability to a particular fishery. Productivity is the average of attribute scores relating to life history characteristics and includes age and size.
at maturity, maximum age and size, fecundity and reproductive strategy as well as trophic level. Susceptibility is the product of attributes relating to a particular fishery and includes the availability of a stock to the fishery, i.e. its distribution and behavioural characteristics. Susceptibility attributes consider the overlap of fishing effort with the population distribution and the encounterability, which is the likelihood that the population will encounter fishing gear that is deployed within its geographic distribution area. The third and fourth susceptibility attributes comprise selectivity, which considers the potential of the gear to capture or retain a species, and post-capture mortality. In this study, two PSAs were applied to evaluate to what extent local orange roughy aggregations to the west of Britain and Ireland are vulnerable to deepwater fisheries. The first PSA comprised a standard multispecies comparison with the objective to assess the relative vulnerability of orange roughy in relation to other species typically caught in the mixed deepwater trawl fishery to the west of Ireland and Britain. The second PSA is a new application that comprised a time-dependent evaluation of the susceptibility of orange roughy to deepwater fisheries in recent years using high resolution spatial data on species distribution and fisheries. The assumption was that the productivity of the population does not change over years, but the susceptibility to fisheries can be examined and evaluated. The objective was to determine to what extent the introduced management measures have reduced the relative susceptibility of a vulnerable species to particular fisheries.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 VMS analysis

In EU waters, all fishing vessels >15 m are required to transmit their position and speed at least every 2 h via Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS) by satellite (EC 2003). Spatial and temporal distributions of the French and Irish Deepwater fisheries in the part of ICES Subareas VI and VII that is within Ireland’s exclusive economic zone (EEZ), were derived from VMS data between 2006 and 2011. France and Ireland were the two main nations operating deepwater fisheries within the Irish EEZ at this time (ICES 2012). Irish deepwater fisheries were identified by linking VMS data to logbook data (see Gerritsen and Lordan 2011) and selecting vessel-days where the retained catches contained at least 50% deepwater species. Species were classified as deepwater species
if they were listed in annex 1 of the European deepwater access scheme (EC 2002). French deepwater fisheries were identified by only selecting vessels with deepwater fishing licenses defined by the same regulation. In addition, positions of both data sets were only selected if they fell between the 800–2000 m contour lines. Exploratory survey data prior to the development of deepwater fishing suggest that although orange roughy may occasionally be caught in small numbers shallower than 800 m to the West of the British Isles, only a minor proportion of the population may occur at such “shallow” depths (Bridger 1978; Ehrich 1983). Abundance increases over the depth range 800–1200 m and abundance reduction from fisheries can be expected to have further reduced occurrence in the non-preferred (including shallow) parts of the species habitat. Fishing positions were identified by applying a speed filter (instantaneous vessel speeds between 1.5 and 4.5 knots were assumed to correspond to fishing) and for each fishing position, the time interval since the previous VMS record was taken as the fishing effort (Gerritsen and Lordan 2011). Deepwater effort from France and Ireland was mapped on a grid with the spatial resolution of 1.8 min longitude by 1.2 min latitude (approx. 1.1 to 1.2 nautical miles) using the R-package mapprots in R 2.15.1. Fishing effort (in hours) and mean depth were estimated for each grid cell by country and year. The area fished was calculated by adding up the surface area (in nautical mile$^2$) of all the cells with >0 effort and also that of the cells with >3 h and >5 h effort, whereby area is calculated in the x, y domain and does not account for variations in depth. Note that this is an index – not an absolute estimate – of the area of the seafloor that is impacted by trawling, see Gerritsen et al. (2013) for details on estimating absolute estimates. The choice of the grid size was a compromise between spatial resolution and the number of VMS records in each grid cell. Here, grid cells were chosen to be roughly equivalent to the area covered by the gear in a 2-h period (assuming a fishing speed of 3.5 knots and a door spread of 100 m).

### 2.2 Distribution of orange roughy

Spatial catch information on orange roughy within the Irish EEZ was compiled from scientific observer programmes, scientific surveys and high resolution catch data based on VMS and Irish logbook analysis. Data from deepwater surveys included the orange roughy acoustic survey programme carried out on Porcupine Bank in 2005, the Irish deepwater trawl survey, which sampled the European shelf slope between 53.5 and 57°N and the northern Porcupine Bank between 2006 and 2009, and data from the Scottish Deepwater survey, which sampled the Scottish slope between 55°N and 60°N for the years 2000 to 2011. See O’Donnell et al. (2007), Neat and Burns (2010) and Johnston et al. (2010) for survey details. For the high resolution commercial catch data, daily retained catches of orange roughy from the Irish vessel logbooks were allocated to the fishing positions for each vessel-day (see above for details on VMS analysis); e.g., if a vessel on a given date had 10 fishing positions and a daily retained catch of 200 kg of orange roughy, the assumed catch at each of the fishing positions would be 20 kg. Overall, 2340 catch records with positional and depth information were compiled, which included 502 records with orange roughy catches above zero. The catch position data from all years were gridded at a spatial resolution of 1.8 min longitude and 1.2 min latitude, corresponding to the same grid dimensions as the VMS data. This provided a single distribution for the species, not a time series. Positional information translated into 1230 grid cells within the Irish EEZ, 355 of which contained positive orange roughy catches.

### 2.3 Productivity susceptibility analyses

Two productivity susceptibility analyses (PSA) were carried out following methods described by Hobday et al. (2007, 2011) using a modified version of the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) assessment worksheets. The first PSA was a multi-species comparison of species that are typically caught in the mixed deepwater trawl fishery west of Ireland and Scotland (ICES subareas VI and VII) and included five teleosts and three elasmobranchs. Productivity scores were calculated for seven attributes, based on biological data derived from published literature using Northeast Atlantic estimates where available (Table 1). Scoring categories were adjusted from Hobday et al. (2007) to account for the overall longevity of the species examined and their body sizes (Table 2). Susceptibility scores were based on the four attributes availability, encounterability (vertical overlap between fish distribution and fishery), selectivity and death after capture, as described by Hobday (2007), and two additional attributes that included seasonal migration and schooling, aggregation and other behavioural responses (Patrick et al. 2010). Data for the susceptibility attributes were selected from the published literature (Gordon and Duncan 1985; Merrett et al. 1991; Gordon and Bergstad 1992; Priede et al. 2011; Marine-Institute 2012); scoring categories are shown in Table 2.

The second PSA focused only on one species, orange roughy, but analysed the change of susceptibility over time. Availability is the spatial overlap of fishing effort distribution with the distribution of a population. In this study, it was calculated by summing the grid cells of the orange roughy distributional area that intersected with the grid cells of VMS deepwater effort for every year and expressing them as a percentage of the total orange roughy distribution area using the following formula:

$$ \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} |C_i \cap E_i|}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} C_i} \times 100. \qquad (1) $$

Whereby $C$ are the grid cells that contain orange roughy catches and $E$ are the grid cells that contain deepwater effort.

Instead of scoring this attribute according to categories as proposed by Hobday et al. (2007), availability was converted into a continuous score between 1 and 3 as a direct linear function of % overlap to highlight any progressive changes with time. Note that using the orange roughy distribution for all years described above implies that this estimated distribution captures the potential distribution of orange roughy using all available information, and does not account for any possible spatial contraction due to declining abundance. In addition, the area distribution of orange roughy was not weighted by abundance, catch weight or habitat preference. Seasonal migration...
Table 1. Life history characteristics, references, productivity, susceptibility and combined PSA scores for eight species caught in the mixed deepwater trawl fishery west of Ireland and Britain. Trophic levels are derived from Fishbase, accessed in June, 2013. Abbreviations: BS broadcast spawner, LB: Life bearer. *Squaliformes are ovoviviparous.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Roundnose grenadier Coryphaenoides rupestris (RNG)</th>
<th>Black scabbardfish Aphanopus carbo (BSF)</th>
<th>Greater forkbeard Phycis blennoides (GFB)</th>
<th>North Atlantic codling Lepidion eques (LPE)</th>
<th>Orange Roughy Hoplostethus atlanticus (ORY)</th>
<th>Velvet belly Etmopterus spinax (ETX)</th>
<th>Portuguese dogfish Centroscymnus coelolepis (CYO)</th>
<th>Leafscale gulper shark Centrophorus squamosus (GUO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSA score</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA score</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fecundity</td>
<td>4–70 (x10^3) oocytes per batch (Allain 2001)</td>
<td>73–373 oocytes g^-1 female (Neves et al. 2009)</td>
<td>2.6 x 10^8 oocytes mm^-2 female (Rotllant et al. 2002)</td>
<td>3.5 x 10^5–11 x 10^8 eggs per female (Gordon and Duncan 1985)</td>
<td>9.7 x 10^4 oocytes per female (Minto and Nolan 2006)</td>
<td>2–18 young per litter* (Coelho and Erzini 2008)</td>
<td>10–21 young per litter* (Clarke et al. 2001)</td>
<td>6–11 young per litter* (Clarke et al. 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA score</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA score</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA score</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproductive strategy</td>
<td>BS (Allain 2001)</td>
<td>BS (Neves et al. 2009)</td>
<td>BS (Rotllant et al. 2002)</td>
<td>BS (Gordon and Duncan 1985)</td>
<td>BS (Punkhurst et al. 1987)</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>LB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA score</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trophic level</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA score</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1For roundnose grenadier, a length conversion from Preanal length (cm) = 0.196 TL + 2.3 was used (Lorance et al. 2001). 2For orange roughy, a length conversion: SL = 0.813 TL – 1.94 was used (Kulka et al. 2003).
Table 2. Description of productivity and susceptibility attributes and associated scoring categories (readjusted from Hobday et al. 2007; Patrick et al. 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Low productivity</th>
<th>Medium productivity</th>
<th>High productivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at maturity (years)</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>Medium risk</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score = 3</td>
<td>8–20</td>
<td>50–100</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum age (years)</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>100–200</td>
<td>&gt;20000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fecundity (eggs per year)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100–2000</td>
<td>&gt;20000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum size (cm)</td>
<td>&gt;00</td>
<td>50–100</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size at maturity (cm)</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>50–100</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproductive strategy</td>
<td>Live bearer</td>
<td>Demersal egg layer</td>
<td>Broadcast spawner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trophic level</td>
<td>High susceptibility</td>
<td>Medium susceptibility</td>
<td>Low susceptibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score = 3</td>
<td>2.75–3.25</td>
<td>&lt;2.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>&gt;30% overlap</td>
<td>10–30% overlap</td>
<td>&lt;10% overlap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encounterability</td>
<td>High overlap with fishing gear</td>
<td>Medium overlap with fishing gear</td>
<td>Low overlap with fishing gear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Habitat and depth)</td>
<td>2 times mesh size to 4 m in length</td>
<td>1–2 times mesh size or 4–5 m in length</td>
<td>&lt;mesh size or 5 m in length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selectivity</td>
<td>Retained species or majority dead when released</td>
<td>Released alive</td>
<td>Evidence of post capture release and survival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal migration</td>
<td>Seasonal migration increases overlap with fishery</td>
<td>Seasonal migration does not substantially affect overlap with fishery</td>
<td>Seasonal migration decreases overlap with fishery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schooling, aggregation or other</td>
<td>Behaviour increases catchability</td>
<td>Behaviour does not substantially affect catchability decreases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schooling, aggregation or other</td>
<td>Behaviour increases catchability</td>
<td>Behaviour does not substantially affect catchability decreases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Results

3.1 Distribution of orange roughy

Positive catches of orange roughy were recorded between the south of the Porcupine Bank (50°N) and the west of Scotland (60°N) (Fig. 1). While catches were in general low and dispersed, high values were noted in concentrated patches at around 54.5°N at the Slyne ridge, the northern and the western Porcupine Bank close to the Porcupine Bank Canyon mounds and to the southwest of the Porcupine Bank at the “Explorer” and “Aglantha” sea mounds. The depth distribution...
ranged from 831 m to 1800 m, but was mainly concentrated around 1100 m.

### 3.2 Distribution of deepwater effort

French and Irish deepwater effort (in the Irish EEZ) recorded with VMS was distributed along the continental slope with more intense effort southwest of Ireland and on the southern Porcupine Bank, as well as the northern side of the Porcupine Bank and west of Scotland (Fig. 2). Over the observed time period (2006 to 2011), there was a strong reduction in deepwater fishing effort by both countries. While Irish effort decreased 94% from almost 6000 h in 2006 to 344 h in 2011, French effort decreased by 42% from 8600 to 5000 h in the same time frame (Fig. 3). Spatially, this reduction in effort was stronger to the south of 54°N, particularly on Porcupine Bank. While in 2006, the northern, western and southern slopes of the bank were still intensely fished, only limited fishing continued on the northern slope in 2008 and one year later almost no deepwater fishing could be observed on the slopes of Porcupine Bank (Fig. 2). In 2009, some remaining deepwater fisheries could be observed to the southwest of Ireland, but by 2010/2011 this had decreased. In 2010 and 2011, some effort had returned to a small section on the northern slope of Porcupine Bank, but effort was most concentrated to the northwest of Ireland. Over the observed time period, the area fished by deepwater trawling decreased from 3800 to less than 1700 nautical mile² (Fig. 4). The area exposed to more than 2.5 and 5 h fishing decreased by around 60% between 2006 and 2011.

### 4 PSA analysis

#### 4.1 Multispecies comparison

Table 1 shows the biological characteristics of orange roughy and 7 other deepwater species typically caught in the mixed deepwater fishery in zones VI and VII and the associated productivity scores adjusted from Hobday et al. (2007), see Table 2 for scoring categories.

For orange roughy, average age at maturity and average maximum age indicated low productivity and resulted in high risk scores, as did the high trophic level. Due to its short body size, orange roughy scored as medium for maximum body size and low on size at maturity suggesting high productivity. Its fecundity (>20000 eggs per year) and reproductive strategy (broadcast spawner) also resulted in low scores, suggesting high productivity. Overall, orange roughy scored 2 in productivity, which is the midpoint and indicates a medium biological risk to fishing. Most of the teleost species scored lower on the productivity side, with North Atlantic codling (Lepidion eques) and greater forkeard (Phycis blennoides) showing highest productivity (i.e., lowest vulnerability scores) and orange roughy and roundnose grenadier scoring highest (both with a score of 2) for vulnerability. The three elamobranchs all displayed lower productivity than the teleost species, but there were differences between the shorter lived and smaller species Etmopterus spinax and the two larger shark species Centrophorus squamosus and Centroscymnus coelelepis. All

---

**Fig. 2.** Spatial positions of French and Irish deepwater fishing effort by VMS as the annual sum of hours within each grid cell between 800 m and 2000 m for the years 2006 to 2011. Contour lines in light grey present the 800 m and 2000 m depth bands. For definition of “deepwater effort” see materials and methods.
species received the same score for availability. Encounterability was measured as the depth overlap between the species distribution and the depth of the fishery. Encounterability scores were lower for Coryphaenoides rupestris, Centroscymnus coelolepis, Phycis blennoides, Lepidion eques and Etmopterus spinax, because a proportion of the first two species is distributed at deeper depths and a proportion of the latter three at shallower depths than the mixed deepwater trawl fishery. Migration patterns decrease susceptibility of black scabbardfish and orange roughy in relation to the deepwater mixed trawl fishery as these species migrate away from the fishing grounds, while the aggregating behaviour of orange roughy increases susceptibility. Note that the migration pattern of orange roughy only decreased its susceptibility after the direct fisheries on spawning migrations stopped (see below). Selectivity of gear type received a high susceptibility score for all species, as the individual sizes are at least twice the mesh size. Reaction to disturbance and differences in swimming capabilities may make escapement uncorrelated to girth in deepwater fish; for example, the black scabbardfish, which was seen swimming or drifting in a vertical position by ROV (Lorance and Trenkel 2006), may not be very capable of escaping through mesh. Sharks seem to be good swimmers that or passively drifting. The behaviour of all these species in trawls is unknown. It was therefore not possible to allocate different selectivity scores, and only size was considered. Post-capture mortality also resulted in high susceptibility scores for all species as they were either retained or were dead when released.

Overall, the species vulnerability to fishing is highest for two larger shark species, followed by orange roughy, Etmopterus spinax and roundnose grenadier (Fig. 6). The species Phycis blennoides and Lepidion eques have low scores due to their higher productivity, while black scabbardfish has lower values due to lower susceptibility.
4.2 Time dependent PSA analysis for orange roughy

Availability scores were given according to the spatial overlap between the distribution of orange roughy and the distribution of deepwater fishing effort as monitored by VMS. In 2006, 70% of the cells intersected, these figures decreased to 19% in 2009 and remained at 25% for the last year (Fig. 6). The main reduction in overlap over time could be observed on the western and south-western slopes of Porcupine Bank. The highest consistent overlap through time was evident on the northern slope of Porcupine Bank and the continental slope northwest of Ireland. The depth of fishing effort decreased over time, but the 25% and 75% quantiles of the orange roughy distribution remain within the 25% and 75% quantiles of deepwater effort throughout the time series (with the exception of 2010), this resulted in a high encounterability for all years. Direct target fisheries with vessels fishing on spawning aggregations of orange roughy over seamounts decreased from 2007 onwards. This resulted in a change of susceptibility scores for migration reducing the risk from high during the period of actively targeting spawning aggregations to low when only mixed fisheries on the continental slopes caught orange roughy. Aggregated PSA scores ranged between 2.4 and 3.3 and there was a reduction in risk scores over time (Table 3, Fig. 7). Scores fell within the medium risk category for 2006 and decreased into the low risk category from 2007 onwards.

5 Discussion

Originally, productivity susceptibility analyses (PSA) were performed to evaluate the relative risk of a fishery to different stocks or species, whereby populations were scored according to their intrinsic vulnerability and their exposure to the particular fishery in question (Hobday et al. 2007; Patrick et al. 2010; Hobday et al. 2011). This method has been successfully applied in situations where the majority of stocks are data deficient such as in fisheries certifications by the Marine Stewardship Council1, for fisheries management under the Magnuson Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act in the US (Cope et al. 2011; Ormseth and Spencer 2011) and for management of bycatch species in Australia (Zhou and Griffiths 2008; Zhou et al. 2009). Here, as a first step, a PSA on the deepwater fish community is presented to analyse the relative vulnerability of orange roughy in relation to other species of the mixed deepwater trawl fishery operated to the west of Ireland and Britain. In a further application, the PSA approach is used on a single species to evaluate whether and how the risk of recent deepwater fisheries has changed over time. This stems from the necessity to develop a form of risk assessment for a population that is considered depleted. The population is data deficient with regards to fisheries-dependent and independent data due to closed fisheries and a lack of scientific monitoring programmes. Using the PSA on one species means that the productivity attributes are fixed in time and the focus of the analysis is on the relative susceptibility of the species to fisheries and their changes over time. This is a new application of the PSA that we think could be used for a number of data-poor populations, such as those ray and shark species that are subject to 0 TAC in EU waters.

The PSA on deepwater species highlighted that there is variation of biological productivities in the fish community, ranging from relatively fast growing and productive species such as Centrophorus squamosus, which has a relative vulnerability score of 1.3, to large-bodied and slow-growing shark species such as Etmopterus spinax, which has a relative vulnerability score of 2.9. There are differences between taxonomic groups, with elasmobranchs being intrinsically more vulnerable to fishing than teleosts, and differences within taxonomic groups, resulting in the more vulnerable teleosts such as orange roughy and roundnose grenadier receiving similar scores to the more productive elasmobranch species Etmopterus spinax. Note that for black scabbardfish, the most conservative life history parameters were selected (Kelly et al. 1998) although all other studies suggest shorter longevity and faster growth (Morales-Nin et al. 2002; Pajuelo et al. 2008; Vieira et al. 2009; Delgado et al. 2013). As shown by a meta-analysis on the life history traits of deepwater species (Drazen and Haedrich 2012), the least productive species within each taxonomic group were the ones inhabiting the deeper depth zones.

In the original approach developed by Hobday et al. (2007), seven attributes were used to describe a stock’s productivity. When the productivity of orange roughy in the Northeast Atlantic was scored accordingly, the species fell into the medium productivity category. Although orange roughy reaches a centenary life span (Andrews et al. 2009), its maximum size of less than 100 cm falls into the medium productivity and risk category together with roundnose grenadier and black scabbardfish. While the low productivity scores of roundnose grenadier and black scabbardfish were mainly due

to their body length, for orange roughy they resulted from its longevity. In this deepwater species PSA, scoring categories have been adjusted to account for the overall longevity of the deepwater species and uses the maximum age of orange roughy as the extreme end of the scale. In terms of population growth rate, orange roughy is one of the least productive deepwater species (Drazen and Haedrich 2012) with a high intrinsic vulnerability index (Norse et al. 2012). The fact that roundnose grenadier and black scabbardfish have similar productivity scores as orange roughy comes from the account of its relative moderate size and high fecundity. In contrast, the deepwater sharks, such as Centrophorus coelolepis and Centrophorus squamosus, fell into the low productivity category. In addition to their large body sizes and high longevity, their low reproductive potential increases their vulnerability still further (Clarke et al. 2003), which was fully reflected in the multispecies PSA output.

The susceptibility of orange roughy to current and historical fisheries was evaluated by carrying out a high resolution analysis of the spatial overlap between the distribution of the stock and the spatial footprint of recent fisheries. For this purpose, every suitable data source for the biological distribution was aggregated over a time period of about 10 years, including data from fisheries-dependent and -independent monitoring programmes. This approach would not be suitable for a highly mobile or short-lived species, as it could not be ascertained whether the species distribution was stable over time. Orange roughy in the NEA, on the other hand, has several life history traits that allow the assumption that their spatial distribution has not significantly changed over the study period. Orange roughy can reach maximum ages of over 100 years (Thomsen 1998; Nolan 2004; Shephard and Rogan 2004; Andrews et al. 2009) and a decade represents less than 10% of its life expectancy. They form close habitat associations with bathymetric features such as seamounts and canyons, which are stable structures and allow the formation of small-scale local populations (Carlsson et al. 2011), among which a certain degree of genetic connectivity allows for global panmixia (Varela et al. 2012). Empirical evidence such as biomass and catch rate reductions as well as distribution-contraction over time provide evidence for the susceptibility of orange roughy worldwide (Clark et al. 2000; Branch 2001; Francis and Clark 2005) as well as to the west of the British Isles (Lorance and Dupouy 2001).

The distribution of orange roughy in the study area should not be regarded as a definite distribution, as it was not based on a systematic spatial survey, but an amalgamation of different data sources. The aim of this study was to use the most extensive data available to establish where orange roughy occur, but not to draw conclusions on extent. In order to confirm the absence of orange roughy, sampling would need to be conducted with a more extensive and systematic spatial coverage.

The calculation of spatial overlap is highly dependent on the choice of grid size (Piet and Quirijns 2009; Lambert et al. 2012). Studies have shown that at grid cells of around 10 km and lower, there is a marked reduction in the error in calculated extent, suggesting that cells of that size are appropriate for describing the footprint of trawling (Mills et al. 2007) but increased resolution improves the accuracy of the footprint as this makes it more comparable with the actual widths of trawls (Piet and Hintzen 2012). In this study, a grid size of 1.8 min longitude by 1.2 min latitude was applied.

The results show that there was large spatial overlap at the beginning of the study when 71% of the biological distribution intersected with the extent of deepwater fisheries. At the onset of this study in 2006, the orange roughy TAC for VII was 1149 t and landings were 488 t, which were primarily caught in a directed fishery (ICES 2011). TACs reduced to 0 within a timeframe of four years and landings decreased accordingly as deepwater fleets discontinued target fisheries for orange roughy. In addition, several spatial management measures were introduced, including, in 2007, orange roughy protection areas from which no orange roughy could be landed and offshore areas of special conservation for the protection of vulnerable marine ecosystems (VME), which banned fishing with bottom impacting gear from 2008 onwards (EC 2007). The discontinuation of a directed fishery through management is reflected in the change of fishing positions, which moved away from historic areas where directed fisheries were executed on bathymetric features such as mounds, ridges and canyons. This is particularly apparent on the western and south-western parts of Porcupine Bank with its high concentrations of canyons and mounds, which had been identified as areas of high orange roughy abundance (O’Donnell et al. 2007). The change in fishing pattern resulted in a decrease of PSA scores from a high risk category to a relatively low risk category. The fishery subsequently developed into a mixed fishery on flat fishing grounds targeting roundnose grenadier and black scabbardfish. The areas where these fisheries are still in operation are the “flats” fishing grounds on the continental slope to the northwest of Ireland, extending to the west of Scotland. Distribution maps of orange roughy and the deepwater fishing effort indicate that there is still some spatial overlap in this area. One geographical region worth highlighting is the northern slope of the Porcupine Bank. Fishing effort had ceased in this location in 2009 but returned in 2010 and 2011. In the same area, positive catch rates from the Irish deepwater trawl survey in 2007–2009 confirmed the presence of orange roughy. These areas are flat fishing grounds and with both juveniles and adults (O’Donnell et al. 2007; ICES 2011), which are believed to migrate to bathymetric features to spawn (Shephard et al. 2007). Thus, although the risk has decreased over the study period, as indicated by the PSA, some risk stills remains in certain locations. In order to evaluate whether certain life stages are more at risk than others, the PSA could be increased in complexity by splitting the susceptibility attributes into different life stage categories, i.e., juveniles and spawners, and assessing their vulnerability separately. By increasing the complexity of the model, it could account for the depth distribution of immature orange roughy that were observed to be distributed deeper than mature fish in Irish surveys, a factor that might decrease the overall species susceptibility. However, a more complex model would also be more data-demanding for all species.
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